LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD

By Toontastics (Cartoons)

Choreo: Lois Bridges, Greensburg, IN 812/663-4120 & Naomi Fleetwood-Pyle, Seymour, IN 47274  812/524-0392

As he starts to howl, count 4 beats and start....

Sequence: Intro-A-B-Break 1-Intro*-Put on Brake-A-B-Break 2-C-Intro-D-B-Ending
(Don't let the sequence scare you, the music will lead you)

Intro: Note: Intro* means you only do Mtn Basic & Fancy Double 2 times and turn 1/2 each time
Mountain Basic Stomp  Dbl/Up  DSRS - Turn 1/4 left
L
Fancy Double  DTS  DTS RS RS
L
DO MOUNTAIN BASIC AND FANCY DOUBLE 4 X'S IN A BOX

Part A:
Samantha  DTS  DTS(xif) Drag/Step Drag/Step RS DTS DTS RS
L
RT Turn  DTS  Dbl/Back (1/2 left) Tch(ib) Brush Up Tch(xif) Tch(ots) DSRS
L
REPEAT SAMANTHA AND RT TURN TO FACE FRONT, THEN DO...

Tornado Turn  DTS  DTS(xif) DTS(ots) DTS(xib)-turn 360 right-  DTS(ots) DTS(xif) DSRS
L
Chain  DTS RS RS RS - Turning 1/2 right
R
2 Kicks  DTS Kick  DTS Kick
L
REPEAT TORNADO TURN, CHAIN AND 2 KICKS TO FACE FRONT

Part B:
Little Red  DSRS Drag/SRS(xif) Drag/SRS(xif) DSRS - Moving Forward
L
Sideways Chain  DTS RS RS RS (Angle Left Movin Back)  DTS RS RS RS (Angle Right Movin Back)
L
R
REPEAT LITTLE RED AND SIDEWAYS CHAIN

Break 1:
Woo Who DTT-Step left foot forward, put right hand behind head for 2 beats
Strut-Step right foot forward, put left hand behind head for 2 beats
Fancy Double  DTS  DTS RS RS (1/2 left)

REPEAT WHOO WHOO STRUT AND FANCY DOUBLE TO FACE FRONT

Put on Brake:  Put left heel forward, put both hands out front (like you're putting on your brake)-at same time
for 4 beats

Break 2:
Woo Who  DTT-Step left foot forward, put right hand behind head for 2 beats
Strut  DTT-Step right foot forward, put left hand behind head for 2 beats
Fancy Double  DTS  DTS RS RS (1/4 left)

DO WHOO WHOO STRUT AND FANCY DOUBLE 4 X'S TO MAKE A BOX
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********** ********** ********** ********** ********** ********** ********** ********** **********

Part C:
Presenting  Stamp forward on left foot and raise both arms - sorta like "Presenting Lois & Naomi"!!-4 Beats
Rock Across  RS(xif) SRS Toe/Heel Toe/Heel RS(xif) SRS Toe/Heel Toe/Heel
            L    R
Sorta Jazz Box  Toe/Heel Toe/Heel(xif) Toe/Heel - on Beats 7 & 8, put left heel forward and....
Kiss  With your left hand, throw a big kiss out for 4 beats (make it look like the kiss from the show, The Dating Game)
Presenting  Stamp forward on left foot and raise both arms - sorta like "Presenting Lois & Naomi"!!-4 Beats
Clap your hands  Clap your hands fast with the music 24 times

Pull Horn  Put your right arm up and pull down, like you're pulling for a truckdriver to blow his horn-2 Beats

********** ********** ********** ********** ********** ********** ********** ********** **********

Part D:
Presenting  Stamp forward on left foot and raise both arms - sorta like "Presenting Lois & Naomi"!!-4 Beats

Ending:
Who-o Who-o  Strut-Step left foot forward, put right hand behind head for 2 beats
Strut  Strut-Step right foot forward, put left hand behind head for 2 beats
Fancy Double  DTS DTS RS RS (1/4 left)

DO WHOO WHOO STRUT AND FANCY DOUBLE 4 X'S TO MAKE A BOX, THEN DO...

Toe/Heel and Toe  Toe/Heel  Step right toe forward and put right hand behind head and left hand on left hip
L